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Work For Love School
In January 2017, Work For Love opened a pre- and
primary school at the Work For Love Centre with a
Kindergarten and a Grade 1 class. Each year we will add
another class until we have a full primary school. The
classes will stay relatively small so that the children get
the individual attention they need while at the same
time enjoying the opportunity of being part of a class of
friends that they will come to know very well.
The Work For Love School is situated on a lovely property that borders the Masiphumelele Township. There is
a big lawn on which to play and do classroom-related
activities, as well as a spectacular view of the mountains
just beyond the wetlands. It is a children’s paradise.

The Community
But just a few metres from our threshold lies a place
that is far from being a paradise, not only for the children but for everyone who lives there. Masiphumelele
is a struggling community, rife with poverty and unsanitary living conditions. The Work For Love Centre already
caters to this community with adult skills and enterprise
development programmes and has now expanded to
include a kindergarten and a primary school. Children
from Masiphumelele who cannot afford to attend
schools beyond their community are extremely disadvantaged. The schools are overwhelmed with numbers
and the lessons are in Xhosa, which means that there
are serious disadvantages for these students when they
enter the workplace. If they move to an English medium school, they are, more often than not, required to
repeat grades. Should they graduate from one of their
local schools, their chances of qualifying for tertiary education are slim.
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How We Can Help
One of the primary goals of the Work For
Love School is to give children from neighbouring disadvantaged communities the
opportunity to learn through the medium
of the English language (and thereby learn
a lot about first world culture) while at the
same time exploring and celebrating their
own African heritage through stories, songs
and dances that can be incorporated into
the curriculum. One of the subjects they will
study is isiXhosa. In this way we can build a
gentle bridge that will lead them across the
educational divide that so many of the people in our country are struggling to cross.
Our target learner is the child of the participant in our “learn to earn” skills and enterprise development programme enabling
lasting positive change for a whole family.

Our Philosophy
At Work For Love we believe in teaching the
whole child. What this means is that we do
not treat the child as a head that needs to be
filled with information. The child is a full human being and therefore we teach through
methods that appeal to their minds, their
hearts and their wills.
A teacher’s job is to help the children to understand the world around them and how
to navigate it. Our teaching is based on the
Waldorf educational impulse which bases its curricula on the young child’s phase
of development in each year. The curriculum is designed to help the child through
each phase of development so that they
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are prepared for the world and are empowered to lead fulfilling lives, and to give back to
their communities

How You Can Help
Our dream is to be able to provide our skills
and enterprise development students (the
parents) from the neighbouring disadvantaged communities with the opportunity for
their children to attend a top-class school,
with all the facilities and resources that one
would expect at such a school. Most of our
adult students cannot afford the fees and we
are, therefore, offering them bursaries while
assisting them to become able to earn and
become contributing parents. In order for us
to make this dream a reality we need your
help. If our initiative is something you feel
you would like to support, please consider a
sponsorship. There are options to sponsor
a particular child, to sponsor a class, a family or to sponsor the organization as a whole.
Even the smallest contribution will help to put
a child through school and empower a family
to contribute. Your help is invaluable.

Our History
Work For Love volunteers have been assisting
in township preschools since our inception in
2005. In 2008, a group of mothers opened
the Siyakhula preschool. In partnership with
Work For Love these mothers were able to
develop the Siyakhula preschool into the
quality Waldorf initiative preschool it is today.
Since 2007, Work For Love has been supporting the training of pre- and primary school
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“There can be no
keener revelation
of a society’s soul
than the way in
which it treats its
children”
Nelson Mandela

teachers from Masiphumelele by offering bursaries to attend the Centre For
Creative Education. Since 2012, Work
For Love in partnership with the CCE
has been offering Early Childhood
Development
Teacher
Enrichment
Courses as well as NQF Level 4 accredited training.
In 2012, when we bought the beautiful property that is now the Work For
Love Centre we were inspired by our vision of a primary school that would offer on- going quality education to the
graduates of the Siyakhula Preschool
and the children from of our “learn to
earn” skills development students while
creating jobs for the teachers we had
trained. In 2017 this dream finally became reality.

A nurturing family for every child

Child Sponsorship
Find out how you can sponsor a girl or boy
and make a difference in their lives and
futures.
Work For Love reaches children, their parents, their families and their communities
in Cape Town, South Africa. Many of our
beneficiaries are refugees from other countries and therefore their community back
home in for instance Zimbabwe, Malawi and
Mozambique are also reached

How your sponsorship
helps
Every child has the right to a life free from
poverty. When you sponsor child through
Work For Love, your donation is funding
Work For Love’s life-changing Family Centre
where children attend a quality pre- and primary school and parents are enabled to sustain nurturing families. When we develop
our programmes, we involve the family and
community members from the start, ensuring we understand – and address – any challenges they face.

Become a class’s sponsor
Any contribution towards a class sponsorship helps all the children to thrive. On the
following pages find out more about the
school grades and choose to sponsor either
the Kindergarten or the Class One.

Become a child’s sponsor
today
When you sponsor a child, you empower an
entire community to lift themselves out of
poverty. Sponsoring a child is a rewarding
experience.
You would choose a child from the following
pages. You will receive bi-annual updates on
your child and you can write letters to your
child. A minimum sponsorship for an individual child is R1300/month (E90).
Your sponsored child acts as a community representative and won’t receive special
treatment over other children

Sponsor a child today!

There is no greater joy nor
greater reward than to make
a fundamental difference in
someone’s life.
Sister Mary Rose McGeady

Become a family sponsor
You have the chance to help an entire family
develop the skills they need to create positive
change for generations. You will receive biannual updates on your family. Your monthly donations will help fund the Family Centre
which caters to the specific needs of our
families, covering the areas of holistic education, skills and enterprise development and
referral to other organisations as needed. he

Sponsor a Class
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We’ll combine your monthly donation with
our other sponsors’ so that families have the
best chance to overcome poverty in the long
term. These nurturing families are in turn
changing the life of their community.
To find out more about the Work For Love
vocational skills and enterprise development training we provide visit our website:
www.workforlove.org.za.
A sponsorship for a family (a parent and a
child) is R 4000/month (E275) or make any
donation to WFL as a whole.

Transform a family’s life today

Give a man a fish and you feed
him for a day; teach a man to
fish and you feed him for a
lifetime.
Maimonides

No Fuss Donation
Step by Step Guide to Hassle Free
Sponsorship
• Follow the link to
• Choose your sponsorship type and
amount
• Choose the monthly donation option
• Provide the name of your chosen ‘child’
or ‘class’ and your contact details in the
comment section
Voila done
You will receive biannual updates.

OTHER PAYMENTS
Your donations are tax deductible.
Local donors please use our South African
Bank account to make EFT payments or set
up a stop or debit order. Details below.

BANK DETAILS
Account Name: Work For Love
Bank: First National Bank (FNB)
Account Type: Current
Account Number: 62290739873
Branch: Fish Hoek, Branch Code: 20230900
EFT Code: 250655
Reference: your name and the child or class
you wish to sponsor
Send the proof of payment and your contact
details to info@workforlove.org.za

DEBIT ORDERS
We provide a debit order facility in
South Africa to make regular donations easy. For more information contact:
info@workforlove.org.za or download the
Debit Order Mandate on our website.

INTERNATIONAL DONORS
Should you wish to make a donation
in the UK, USA, Norway, Germany or
Switzerland and receive donation certificates for tax purposes contact us on:
info@workforlove.org.za and we will make
the necessary arrangements with our partners overseas. No fuss once off or regular donations are only a click away on the
Givengain platform (see panel on the left).

twitter.com/workforlove
www.instagram.com/workforlovenpo/
www.facebook.com/work4love/

www.workforlove.org.za

Your support will make a difference
6
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KINDERGARTEN: Sponsor a Class – 2017

Description of the
Kindergarten Class
by the Kindergarten teacher, Mrs Caroline
Tinarwo.
We have 12-16 children in our Kindergarten.
The children are from Masiphumelele and
surrounding
disadvantaged
communities. We, at the Work For Love School, are
committed to creating a legacy of schooling that addresses, directly, the difficulties
that the children are facing. Based on experience, it is our conviction that Waldorf
schooling is the most suited to address
these issues. For these children, English is
their second language and perhaps, even
their third or fourth. This is why the classroom language is English. The children are
exposed to English on a regular basis and
learn to use it. We also use African language
stories and songs as part of the curriculum
so that the children retain their connection
to their own culture and traditions while,
at the same time, being able to embrace
first world culture through the English language education they receive. In the kindergarten, children are allowed to be children.
A child in the first seven years is full of volition and learns about the world through
play. The senses are awakening, so every
sight, sound and taste is an experience to
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explore. A child at play is full of vitality, imagination and curiosity. Play is truly the
work of the young child, and the creativity
and skill involved in free play are an essential foundation of intellectual thinking. The
Early Childhood development programme
is pre-academic and addresses the developmental needs of the young child by creating a beautiful, nurturing environment
where the young child can safely explore
and create. They are learning and growing
every day in a way that is consistent with
the phase of development they are in. Each
child is a full human being and therefore we
teach the whole child through methods that
speak to their minds, their hearts and their
wills, assuring quality age-appropriate education that prepares them for fulfilling lives.
Many of our children carry trauma, and healing stories provide a magical tool through
which to soften, heal and slowly integrate
past hurts and experiences.
The teacher is a role model, imitated by the
children. The peaceful environment she creates lays a worthy foundation for learning
for life.

Class Photo – Kindergarten: Back row from left to right: Busani; Wyne; Ncwele; Teacher
Caroline; Kagiso; Sibusiso. Front row left to right: Lyan; Banathi; Tatenda; Jennat; Adumodwa

The parents of our children are involved in
the Work For Love Centre and have committed to an empowering journey from dependency to dignity. They self-diagnose their
situation using a measurement tool called
Poverty Stoplight that consists of 50 indicators identifying what it means to be not poor.
After completing the self-assessment, the
parents are provided with mentorship as a
way to guide them in choosing and achieving attainable goals which will enrich the life
of their family. Some parents attend Work
For Love’s holistic skills training which leads
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to various job exit strategies while their children are at school. Child care is offered from
7:30-5pm.
The formal Kindergarten runs from 8am12:30 and aftercare from 12:30-5pm.
The daily rhythm includes gardening, craft
and artistic activities, morning ring, story
time and most importantly, free play under
supervision. Children receive a wholesome
cooked breakfast and lunch.

A nurturing family for every child

KINDERGARTEN: Sponsor a Child – 2017
LYAN ANOPA

JENNAT NOKUTHULA

(D.O.B: 28-04-2012)

Lyan is one of the sweetest quietest little girls you could meet, and
she likes to interact with other children. She is a child who accepts
disappointments or mistakes and is able to move on. Sometimes in
the morning, she looks a bit down but as the day progresses she
seems to gain strength and is back to her normal, happy self.

Jennat is one of our youngest students and a little shy by nature but
also pretty tough. She doesn’t let anyone push her around. She is a
very enthusiastic participant in all the playgroup activities and adores
her teacher.

Anecdote

Anecdote
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(D.O.B: 15-04-2014

When Lyan came to the Work For Love School, she was crying and
she did not want to be separated from her mother but now she
can even tell her mother to leave her at the gate. She has a good
sense of humour, and always uses grammar appropriate to her age.
She follows rules and routines well, but doesn’t need to follow the
crowd.

Jennat came to school late the other day and was clearly very upset
with her mother for being late. She headed straight for class without
so much as a backward glance or a goodbye for her mother, secured
her bag on the shelf and headed for the dolly’s corner where she
loves to play, only to discover that Lyan was already busy undressing
her favourite doll. She snatched the doll from Lyan and gave her a
real scolding, informing Lyan that even when she is not there, Lyan is
not allowed to touch her favourite doll.

KAGISO

WYNE

(D.O.B: 05-11-2010)

(D.O.B: 20-10-2011)

Kagiso is a sweet and loving child but, like all children, he can sometimes be a little disruptive in class. He is still learning English but
doing very well!

Wyne is a sweet, kind little boy who loves to interact with the other
children and to help his teacher in class. He is a little lacking in confidence and his teacher is working hard to help him build it up.

Anecdote

Anecdote

One day Kagiso was playing outside with his friends when something funny happened to him and he wanted to share the joke with
some- one. He chose to share it with Anca, our German volunteer.
He was very excited and so completely lost in the telling of his story
that it did not occur to him that he was speaking in Xhosa and Anca
couldn’t understand a word!

Wyne is helpful to a fault. He loves to do things for his teacher and
for the other kids, but so much so that he never really plays like a little child. Instead he acts as a bit of a daddy to the other children. It
was only very recently that his teacher saw him simply playing freely
for the first time and it was an enormous relief to see him just being
a child.
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KINDERGARTEN: Sponsor a Child – 2017
CHULUMANCO

BANATHI ELETHU

(D.O.B: 29-04-2013)

Banathi is a quiet little boy with lots of enthusiasm and a gregarious
nature. He can reason and solve problems very well. While Banathi
is an eager student he struggles somewhat with movement related
activities and so his teacher is focusing on providing him with as
many opportunities as possible to improve, especially during morning ring time.

While Chulumanco is, at heart, a sweet little boy, he can sometimes
get a little rowdy and is a little too quick to start fighting with other
children. He comes from a difficult background and needs lots of love
and care from his teacher.

Anecdote
His sweet nature was clearly revealed recently when, for the first
time, he brought fruit to school. He was so excited about it that the
moment he entered class in the morning, he went up to the teacher,
opened his bag, took out the apple and yelled, “Surprise!” Then he
asked his teacher to cut it up and share it with everyone.

ADUMODWA

Anecdote
One day his teacher was telling the students about the outings and
festivals coming up. Naturally all the students were very excited but
Banathi didn’t seem excited at all. Teacher Caroline asked him why
he wasn’t excited about the outings and he told her that it was because his mother never had any money so he wouldn’t be able to go
along. Teacher Caroline explained that, fortunately, at Work For Love
School, that is not really a problem and now he is excited too.

(D.O.B: 13-04-2013)

NGCWELE

Adumodwa is ever joyful. He is much loved and cared for. He can be
very bossy especially to his friend Chulumanco. He is the youngest
in class but when you see him playing and doing things, you would
think he is older than the rest of his classmates, because of the way
he walks, talks and stands up for himself. He’s not afraid of anything.

(D.O.B: 22-08-2012)

Ngcwele is cute, charming, enjoys a bit of rough and tumble and
loves making new friends. Most people who meet him are won over
in the first few moments. Despite all this he does suffer a bit from a
lack of self-confidence, which his teacher is helping him to deal with.

He seems so independent that made me feel I was not going be able
to control him but he listens and follows instructions very well. We
are helping him to strengthen his fine motor skills.

Anecdote
Ngcwele often has to come to school late and he does not like this
fact at all. One day, when he arrived late, yet again, he demanded
that his father explain to his teacher why he was late. “I am very angry,” he told his father, “I am late and now I missed breakfast and
I’m hungry!”

Anecdote
When Adumodwa first arrived here, he did not like the school. It was
difficult to get him do the class activities, but now he is the first to
complete a task. In the morning, he is the first one to know the verse
songs and their gestures. He has even volunteered to lead the ring
game!
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(D.O.B: 28-12-2010)
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KINDERGARTEN: Sponsor a Child – 2017
SIBUSISO

(D.O.B: 02-01-2012)

Sibusiso is a sweet-natured little boy who loves to share and play with
others and hates bullying. He struggles a little with his self-confidence and his teacher is helping him to gain more by giving him positive reinforcement whenever it is deserved.

Anecdote
On the day that this was written, Sibusiso arrived at school looking
very sad. He went straight to his teacher, Caroline and asked for a
hug. Tears rolled down his cheeks and when teacher Caroline asked
him what was wrong he told her that he had been in trouble with his
mother that morning. Sibusiso doesn’t like being in trouble and he
seldom is, but all children get scolded by their parents every now and
then. It’s good to know that Sibusiso feels he has two places where
he can receive solace and protection - at home and at school.

TATENDA

(D.O.B: 20-07-2011)

Tatenda has had a troubled time of late and he finds it hard to sit still
or to complete tasks, but if there is a group activity to participate in,
he is first in line and loves every minute of it.

Anecdote
Recently Tatenda was playing ‘tug-o’-war’ with his friends and, of
course, it was the boys versus the girls. The boys kept winning and so
Tatenda, feeling sorry for the girls, joined their team. The other boys
teased him, saying he was a girl, but Tatenda, completely unflustered
by this, replied with a question: If your mother is cleaning and you
help her are you then also a girl?
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PRIMARY SCHOOL: Sponsor a Class – 2017

Description of Class One
by the Class One teacher, Mr Kurt Roese
Donald.
We have 20 children in Class One. This is the
pioneering class, the group that will forever
be a part of the foundation of the school.
They are history in the making because there
are very few examples of a Waldorf class like
ours. We, at the Work For Love School, are
committed to creating a legacy of schooling that addresses, directly, the difficulties
that children from the surrounding, disadvantaged communities are facing. Based on
experience, it is our conviction that Waldorf
schooling is the most suited to address these
issues.
The children are from Masiphumelele and
surrounding communities. For these children, English is their second language and
perhaps even their third or fourth. For this
reason we have a wonderful Waldorf trained
Xhosa speaking assistant who helps by
teaching Xhosa 3 times a week and leading the class in traditional songs, dances and
plays. In the meantime she is completing her
own studies to become a Waldorf teacher. The main classes are all held in English
so that children are exposed to English on a
regular basis and learn use it well. We also
use traditional stories as part of the curriculum so that the children retain their
connection to their own culture and traditions while, at the same time, being able
to embrace first world culture through the
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education they get, which takes them to the
same place, academically, that a conventional education would. Our Class One children
are taught using, among other forms of educational discovery, stories, music, art and
dance, and thoroughly enjoy their experience
at school. In this way the children do not build
up a resistance to being educated and are not
made to feel as if they are not coping.
In a conventional school, children with a
language disadvantage often fail and are
required to a repeat a year. They are overwhelmed with homework in a language they
are not wholly comfortable with and are
therefore greatly stressed by their situation.
To pass is really quite a monumental task. In
our class the children do not feel this pressure.
They are learning every day and they do not
fear; they are eager for more.

Class Photo – Class 1: Back row from left to right: Anca Löhr (Volunteer), Lindo; Sbongile;
Sinetlantla; Michaela; C.J.; Olwenkosi; Kungawo; Gregory; Tafadzwa; Teacher Kurt Donald.
Middle row left to right: Yasipha; Likuye; Esisipho; Onika; Yonalisa; Anda. Front row left to
right: Brendon; Blessing; Simphiwe; Clint

Because our curriculum is a Waldorf school
curriculum, the children are taught in a
child-centred way. We do not treat the child
as a head that needs to be filled with information. Each child is a full human being and
therefore we teach the whole child through
methods that appeal to their minds, their
hearts and their wills.
It is a wonderful privilege for the teacher to
be one of the guides that lead the children,
in this gentle way, across the bridge between
where they are and where they can be. YOU
can help children realize their dreams. Become
a class sponsor today. Any contribution
counts.
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CLASS ONE: Sponsor a Child – 2017
BRENDON

CLINT BRIGHTON

(D.O.B: 11-12-2009)

Brendon is a bright, responsive, lively little boy who carries himself like
someone who is always ready to take on whatever the world brings to
them. He has this, “Okay, that’s done, what’s next?” attitude. He is a
rather small boy, for his age, but he is a dynamo and a great example
of that old adage – dynamite comes in small packages

Anecdote

Anecdote

Brendon is one of those children who is capable of laughing at himself
so, one day, when one of the other children complained that Brendon
kept calling them ‘baby’ because I had picked that particular child up
one day, the child that had been teased by Brendon whispered in my
ear and asked me to pick Brendon up and call him my baby. I decided
to do it and see what transpired. I thought it would be a good way for
Brendon to see how it feels when you tease someone else. So I picked
him up. I made sure it was in front of the class. Naturally I expected
him to feel uncomfortable and to protest and he did, to some extent,
but he didn’t really mind being picked up and he had a good laugh
about being called a baby! I guess I will have to find another way to
make him understand that some other children don’t find it so easy to
laugh at themselves.

When Clint first joined the school, I was a little worried about him.
He didn’t seem to know what to do with his energy and I suspected that he was watching too much TV. Usually, when children have
that frustrated energy it is a sign of too much TV or too many handheld devices. Then, recently, he called me to have a look at something he had made. It was a wonderful little castle he had made in
the sand. Ever since then he has been the first to want to do creative
tasks and often the first to make suggestions for other crafts. It has
been wonderful to watch a young child embrace creativity as a cure
for boredom!

CJ MSOWOYA

DANIEL

(D.O.B: 07-05-2010)

Danny is a gentle boy, with a somewhat innocent disposition. He
is still very much a child but not naïve. As a Waldorf teacher this is
something I really love to see. It is my hope that we can keep this
quality alive in all the children for as long as they are children.

(D.O.B: 20-12-2009)

CJ is a confident, competent, humorous young boy. He is full of beans
but at the same time not disruptive or defiant. He is friends with everyone and fits in with every situation.

Anecdote

Anecdote

Daniel’s mother tells the story of how, when she told him about
Work For Love School, she wanted him to be aware that he would be
the only white child there. She wanted to be sure that he didn’t feel
like he stood out too much and that he was fully prepared for the
fact that he might. She then showed him a picture of all the students,
with their teacher, and Danny announced with great pleasure, “Then
I am going to be the first white boy at the school!”

Today CJ was a little annoyed with his teacher, Kurt, who has a habit of calling all the children in his class ‘pumpkins’. The class had asked
their teacher why he called them all pumpkins and his reply had been
that he really liked pumpkin and that he called everyone and everything
that he liked, ‘pumpkin’. On this day CJ decided he had had enough
and had to say something. “Teacher!” he said, “If you like pumpkin so
much, don’t call us pumpkins, just eat some pumpkin!”
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(D.O.B: 21-10-2010)

Clint is unintentionally disruptive in class. He is just naturally gregarious, outspoken and enthusiastic about being alive. Although he
struggles to understand the ‘rules’ of the classroom, he really enjoys
being there and takes on every task as if it is the only thing in the
world that matters, for that while.
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CLASS ONE: Sponsor a Child – 2017
GEORGE

MICHAELA

(D.O.B: 29-07-2010)

George is a friendly, and quietly confident boy. He is not too loud
or too quiet and yet he does not ‘disappear’ as some children might
who fit so squarely into the middle. There is something about him
that draws others to him and he always seems to have time for them.

When Michaela first came to the school she was very shy and quiet,
but from the start her sweet nature was apparent. She always hugs
her teachers and holds onto our hands, even during break. She is
thoughtful and quiet and does all her tasks with a peaceful dedication. Michaela picks up skills very quickly. Sometimes one has to remind oneself to acknowledge her because she is so little trouble that
she almost disappears amid the noise and bustle of the other children. Every teacher hopes for a Michaela (or many Michaelas!) in their
classroom.

As a teacher, one of the qualities I prize most in a student is curiosity
and George has this in bucket loads. At the beginning of his schooling at Work For Love School, I did a school readiness assessment with
him. He was very quick to dust off all the tasks I gave him and then
he was the one who was full of questions – so much so that for a little while it felt like I was the one being assessed!

GREGORY JUNIOR

Anecdote
Recently, I asked Michaela about the scar she has on her right temple, that stretches from her hairline down to her cheek. She said
to me that someone had_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ her. I couldn’t hear
what she was saying so I asked her to repeat it and she said
again that someone had stabbed her. I realised then that I had
heard her the first time but it was so painful to hear and so beyond
my comprehension and experience as a teacher that some part of
me had to hear it twice to believe it. Michaela was stabbed in the
face as a very young child. There are other children who have suffered even worse trauma than she, but Michaela is so serene and
gentle that it comes as more of a shock when one hears it coming
out of her mouth. It’s so difficult to think of the fact that Michaela
and a lot of these little children have experienced, at their young
age, more trauma than some of us will ever experience.

(D.O.B: 29-06-2010)

‘The boy with the biggest smile’ is how I often think of him. He has a
smile that should be on the cover of a book. This is probably because
Gregory is utterly without pretention. He wears no mask. Sadly, too
many children these days seem to be losing their child-like nature too
fast so it is wonderfully refreshing to teach a child who is just that – a
child.

Anecdote
Gregory used to cry a little too easily. There is nothing wrong with crying and allowing children to be vulnerable is very important but there
comes a point where that crying is a little too self-pitying and a bit too
attention-seeking. It only made things worse for him. The other children could tell that his crying was only partly ‘real’ and it would irritate
them. I did not want to tell him not to cry because I don’t want him to
feel there is anything wrong with crying (boys are often told this) so I
told him that he was crying a little bit too much. He had been crying
for almost half an hour about something rather minor. Fascinatingly, I
only had to tell him that one time and ever since then, he has seemed
happier somehow. Perhaps it was getting a little exhausting, all that
crying for so little positive reward and he just needed someone to give
him permission to stop.
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(D.O.B: 13-02-2010)
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CLASS ONE: Sponsor a Child – 2017
LIKUYE ATHANDILE

LINDOKUHLE LUKHANYO BRIAN

(D.O.B: 24-06-2010)

Lindo is a quiet, slightly shy boy, who does all his work and always
tries his hardest. He is the one whose eyes are always the largest when
teacher tells a story and who is the first to raise his hand when teacher asks the children if they can recall the story from yesterday. He is an
absolute delight to have in the classroom because he is still so much
an innocent (but not naïve) boy, who has retained his sense of wonder
and delight in all things, long after many of the other children have begun to lose theirs to some extent.

Likuye is a bit of a tomboy. She is tough and she is not afraid of
rough and tumble games. In fact, she often initiates them. On the
other hand, she is sometimes a bit of a loner and can get quite lost
in her own little world. It is sometimes necessary for the teachers
to encourage her to play with the other children rather than hang
around the teachers at break time. Over time this has been improving and she is becoming more and more gregarious.

Anecdote

Anecdote

Recently I was in the mall, sitting at an ice cream parlour, eating ice
cream, when all of a sudden I felt someone slap me on the shoulder. It wasn’t a hard slap but it was not a tap either. I turned around,
but all I saw was a woman pushing a shopping trolley. I recognised
the woman as Likuye’s mother and I was thinking it odd that she
would have slapped me on the shoulder. There was a moment of
awkward silence. She was looking at me expectantly. And then, suddenly, Likuye’s head popped up from within the trolley and she was
laughing at me. I realised that it must have been Likuye who slapped
my shoulder and we all had a good laugh.

OLWENKOSI TEBOGO

Lindo has a wonderful influence on the class in that he reminds them
to be children. Recently we had the Chaeli Campaign do a disability
awareness session at the school and during this event they received
questions from the children. Lindo was full of questions and insights.
He was not the only one but his were the biggest eyes and the most
curious. Afterwards the presenter told me that we must be doing
something right at our school because this was the most inquiring
group she had yet encountered. Secretly, I knew it had a lot to do with
Lindo.

SBONGILE

D.O.B: 19-06-2010)

Sbongile has cerebral palsy, but that doesn’t stop her from doing
anything. She participates in every game and every craft activity. When
things are difficult for her we find creative ways around it and she
tackles every task with unselfconscious joy. She is a clever girl with an
indomitable spirit and, in that sense, a teacher to all of us.

(D.O.B: 11-01-2010)

Olwenkosi is the class clown but in the best possible way. He’s not
the kind of class clown that wants to show off in front of the
kids and he is not disruptive. He simply has a great sense of humour.
And best of all he’s actually funny. He even makes his teacher laugh!

Anecdote
Sbongile struggles to use her right hand for many tasks. She is probably right-handed which makes it difficult for her because she has to
do everything left-handed, including writing. When we write and draw
she finds that the paper moves around and tends to crease or crumple because she can’t hold it down with her right hand. So, we took a
wad of Prestik and kept it in a particular spot under her desk and now
she uses that to hold down her paper when she writes and draws. She
doesn’t ask for any help to put the Prestik on the paper, nor has to
stick it down and it made a huge difference to her sense of independence. Her drawings and writing are now among the best in the class.

Anecdote
Olwenkosi loves to sit with his teacher during break and share some
or other interesting or amazing fact with his teacher. These facts are
often not facts at all, but flights of fancy which are amusing and invariably entertaining. He loves to pretend to be angry. He will tell me
a story with a scowl and a smile on his face simultaneously. I have
tried to imitate him but failed. It is quite a feat. Today he told me
that he has a lizard that has been trained to sit and to lie down and
that it sleeps with him in his bed. Its name is George.
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KUNGAWO

TAFADZWA VINCENT

(D.O.B: 24-01-2010)

When Kungawo first arrived at the school, he was not only thin,
physically, but he seemed to be ‘thin’ in just about every way. He
was shy, barely spoke a word and did not participate in activities or
games. These days he is almost naughty and will look his teacher
bravely in the eye. There is even a twinkle there, where before there
were only shadows and hiding.

Tafadzwa is the ‘cool’ boy in class. He tries hard to be slightly aloof
and less ‘childish’ than the others, but there are times (and more of
them of late) where he forgets to be so cool and just lets himself be
a little boy again. It is very heart-warming to see the gentle, happy
smile on his face when he is just being himself.

Anecdote

Anecdote

Recently, as I was leaving school and the children were staying for aftercare, Tafadzwa ran up to me to say goodbye. He gave me a hug
and said, “Teacher I love you!” Then he looked up at me in shock.
It was clear that he had not intended those words to come out of
his mouth. The other boys were also looking at him in surprise. I
smiled at him and tousled his hair and said, “I love you too.” Then he
grinned from ear to ear and gave me another hug before running off.
The boys who had been watching, then all came to me for a hug and
an ‘I love you,’ as well. Tafadzwa still does it every few days and he
watches me carefully, waiting expectantly for the ‘I love you’ before
he runs off again. He may be the ‘cool’ kid but, like all the children,
what he needs most is love.

As I have said before, Kungawo was very, very shy, when he first
started with us. He came a little late too, so he was new to a group
that had already begun to establish its forms and he had to fit in.
One day, while I was talking to the class, I was interrupted by a very
loud singing. I turned around to see who was disrupting the class, expecting the usual suspects to be guilty, but it had been Kungawo. He
was almost as surprised as I. I was very happy to have to reprimand
him and tell him to calm down a little. Not usually the way one feels
about having to tell a child to be quiet!

SIMPHIWE MASEKO

(D.O.B: 22-04-2010)

(D.O.B: 15-08-2010)

Simphiwe has an effusive, loving and phlegmatic personality, but
struggles with understanding the context of his situation. He is a real
character and he slips into your heart the moment you first meet him.
We are helping him to orient himself in the world.

Anecdote
Simphiwe was playing Red Rover with the other children and by the
time it was his turn to cross there were lots of children waiting
to catch him but when he ran at them they scattered in terror because, despite his size, he moves very fast and none of them were
willing to get in his way. He made it to the other side victorious and
with an enormous grin on his face.
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SINETLANTLA ASHLEY

YASIPHA (D.O.B: 19-08-2010)

(D.O.B: 19-04-2010)

Sinetlantla is a melancholic, neglected-looking child but she is in fact
very loved and well provided for. She can be very shy. Initially she
looked so afraid I was concerned for her but she is starting to gain
confidence.

Yasipha is one of the younger, smaller children in the class, but this
does not hinder her in the slightest. She is a fiery, independent spirit,
with a twinkle in her eye and she throws herself, heart and soul into
every activity.

We are helping her to strengthen her etheric forces

Anecdote

Anecdote

When Yasipha first arrived, I decided to err on the side of caution, (as
we do in Waldorf schools, when it comes to starting their first year
of primary school) and did not put her in class one because she was
just a bit too young. Yasipha told her teacher that kindergarten was
too boring and she wanted to be in class one. She was very insistent;
so much so that eventually her teacher came to me and told me. We
decided to risk it and see how she coped. She took to class one like a
duck to water and has not looked back since. So, essentially, Yasipha
promoted herself to class one!

When Sinetlantla first arrived she cried every morning for her mother
and did not interact with the other children. She refused to do anything during break but hold my finger or cling to Teacher Caroline.
This first Monday of the second week she has arrived all smiles and
has made friends with Yasipha who arrived in class 1 for the first time
today. I think Sinetlantla is going to be very happy at WFL School.

YAMKELA

(D.O.B: 12-01-2010)

YONALISA (D.O.B: 27-05-2010)

Yamkela is a bit of a conundrum. He is both very sweet and, at
times, rather too careless about others’ feelings. Sometimes he is
very kind to the other children, but, on the other hand he sometimes
can be a bit rough and will even tease others. It will take a while but
Yamkela is slowly growing out of his teasing phase.

Yonalisa is a quiet, slightly shy girl. She chooses her friends very carefully and tends to play only with the children she trusts but that circle
of trust is growing all the time.

Anecdote

Anecdote

When Yonalisa first arrived at the school, she stood to one side
on the playground and hid behind a pole. She felt safe around the
teachers but not around the children and seemed on the verge of
tears most of the time. This went on for almost two weeks and then
all of a sudden she was playing with the others and had forgotten
all her fear. Now, she is well-integrated into the group and plays her
heart out with them.

I have seen Yamkela pick up a little boy who was crying and, literally, wipe away the little boy’s tears, while trying to soothe him with
gentle words. The boy was a little too big for him though, and poor
Yamkela had quite the time trying to keep the younger boy from falling to the ground, while he ‘cradled’ him. When I told Yamkela’s
mother this story, she said she was not surprised. Yamkela often
takes leftover food to people on the street or in the neighbourhood,
without being asked or told to do so.
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ZUKHANYE ONIKA

ESISIPHO

(D.O.B: 11-07-2010)

One would be hard-pressed indeed to find a sweeter, more cooperative child than Onika. She is an absolute delight to teach. Sometimes,
with the really ‘good’ children one finds that they lack a certain spiritedness but that is not the case with Onika. She laughs as loudly as
the next child and plays as wildly, but she has a very well-developed
understanding of boundaries and knows exactly when the time to
stop playing and to start working has come.

Esisipho, judging by the photograph, seems quite the extravert and
to some extent this is true. She is popular with the other girls and
does not struggle to make friends. In class, on the other hand, she is
quiet, hard-working and an enthusiastic participant in every activity.
She exhibits a lovely balance between joy and seriousness.

Anecdote
Esisipho, with her lively bush of hair is never unruly or disruptive. That
is, until we say the consonantal verse for the letter B. It goes like this:
See the beautiful butterfly flutter by.
How it bobs and bounces on the breeze!
Bye bye beautiful butterfly,
But beware of the busy buzzing bees!

Anecdote
Her spiritedness was very clearly illustrated the other day when, in
class, I made a joke which none of the other children got. Onika did
get it and she thought the joke was hilarious. She almost fell out of
her chair (and no, she wasn’t being silly) as she leaned back because
she was laughing so much she could barely breathe. The rest of the
class still hadn’t caught the joke but her laughter has a very infectious
quality and soon the entire class was laughing along, even if they
didn’t know why.

BLESSING

(D.O.B: 16-03-2010)

The idea is to emphasise all the ‘B’ sounds in the verse, but when
we get to the ‘busy buzzing bees’ we do emphasise the ‘z’ sounds
as well and for some reason Esisipho finds this hilarious. Invariably,
when we get to that part of the verse she cannot help herself and

(D.O.B: 13-05-2010)

ends up laughing out loud. Her friends end up laughing too. It’s so

True to his name, Blessing brings the blessing of peaceful playfulness to the class. He is a relaxed, phlegmatic boy who is a lot bigger and stronger than he realises. He sometimes hurts the other
children by accident while playing but always feels awful afterwards
and is always a little surprised by his own strength. He is a leader on
the playground, but a gentle one, who leads not by command but by

sweet that I haven’t had the heart to tell them not to do it. Yet

WE CREATE OUR FUTURE

example.

Anecdote
Every day, at lunch time, the children eat a lunch prepared by the
school’s wonderful cook, Nomangesi. Before they eat they always sing the same verse. They also say, “Blessings on our meal”.
Unfortunately, their teacher happens to love puns a bit too much
and I couldn’t resist, at one such meal, saying, “Blessing get off our
meal!” This became a running joke for a while but Blessing handled it
like a trooper and never once got upset.
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No Fuss Donation

CONTACT DETAILS
Work For Love Centre

Step by Step Guide to Hassle Free
Sponsorship

50-55 Lekkerwater Road
Sunnydale 7985, Cape Town
South Africa

• Follow the link to:

Founder/General Facilitator:

• Choose your sponsorship type and
amount
• Choose the monthly donation option
• Provide the name of your chosen ‘child’
or ‘class’ and your contact details in the
comment section
Voila done
You will receive biannual updates.

OTHER PAYMENTS
Your donations are tax deductible.
Local donors please use our South African
Bank account to make EFT payments or set
up a stop or debit order.

Nicola Cox
Cell: 071 3554637,
Landline: 021789 1342,
e-mail: info@workforlove.org.za

Work For Love School
School Facilitator:
Kurt Donald
Cell: 074 451 0329,
Office: 021 785-3125,
e-mail: school@workforlove.org.za
Chameleon Gardens,
50 Lekkerwaterroad, Sunnydale

Siyakhula Kindergarten
Masi Campus, 2751 Masebulele Road,
Masiphumelele

Give a man a fish and you
feed him for a day; teach a
man to fish and you feed
him for a lifetime.

twitter.com/workforlove
www.instagram.com/workforlovenpo/

Maimonides

www.facebook.com/work4love/
NPO 066-189 – PBO 930032113

www.workforlove.org.za
NPO 066-189 – PBO 930032113
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Work For Love
Sponsorship
Programme 2017
NPO 066-189
PBO 930032113, since 2005
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